
My summer tripMy summer trip

Sharkovaite Margarita



Belgium, BRUSSELBelgium, BRUSSEL--the heart of the the heart of the 
countrycountry



Belgium, BRUSSELBelgium, BRUSSEL
• Brussels, capital of the kingdom 

of Belgium is also the capital of 
Europe. Of course, it is well known 
for its Grand-Place, its Atomium, 
its Manneken-Pis, its waffles and 
its chocolates… But, just one tip:
take the time, too, to soak up the 
very special atmosphere of its 
many different districts. You*ll
discover a Brussels that is in the 
spirit of the times, a capital that is 
relaxed and comfortable, as much 
in its history as in its history as in 
its present-day reality. Very 
fashionable. Very designer. Very 
creative. 



Belgium, NAMURBelgium, NAMUR

• Citadelle de Namur 
• Medieval walk of the 

castle of the Counts and 
its exhibition on the 
Middle Ages. The Citadel 
from top to toe: visit to the 
Boufflers galleries with 
the «Raised map» scale-
model room and the 
audiovisual documentary.



NAMURNAMUR



Belgium, WATERLOOBelgium, WATERLOO

Waterloo Battlefield-visitor centre. 
The battle of Waterloo is regarded today as one of the 

greatest battles in European history, marking the final 
confrontation between Europe and France, symbolizing 
the fall of Napoleon and paving the way for a new era of 
peace in Europe.



Belgium, MONSBelgium, MONS
• We are discover the rich 

heritage of Mons: the 
Gothic Town Hall (15th

century), the Saint-
Waudru Collegiate 
Church (15th-17th

century), the ancient 
streets with their civic and 
religious buildings the 
Saint Elisabeth Church 
(18th century) and 
multitude others places. 



Belgium, MONSBelgium, MONS



Belgium, BRUGELETTEBelgium, BRUGELETTE

• PARC PARADISIO
Paradisio invites you to 

enjoy a wonderful and 
unique day amongst wild 
animals. For children and 
adults alike, a chance to 
experience a real whirl of 
emotions by sharing 
special moments with our 
furry friends! 



PARC PARADISIOPARC PARADISIO



LUXEMBURGLUXEMBURG



LUXEMBURGLUXEMBURG

• Durbuy, the smallest town 
in the world, has since 
recently boasted a new 
tourist attraction. 
Topiaries are plants, 
mainly box trees, that are 
pruned in all possible 
forms. Also in the park is 
a beautiful terrace and 
cafeteria, from where you 
have a superb view of the 
lovely little town of 
Durbuy. 



My Dreams …My Dreams …



France! Paris!France! Paris!



My Dreams … and RealityMy Dreams … and Reality



WELCOME TO HOMEWELCOME TO HOME


